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NOTE:  NO PRESSING IN THIS CLUE/!!!!!!

TWO choices:
#1.  Quilt with Red Fabric in the Border  

1.  Sew (32) pairs using 64 Red and White half square triangles.

(32) red and white half square triangles finger pressed to the white.
a.  Place right side up with red fabric in the upper right corner.

(32) red and white half square triangles finger pressed to the red.
b.  Place upside down with red  fabric in the upper right corner.

.  Place the half square triangles from b. on top of the ones from a.

.  Right sides of the fabric together

.  Nest seams and sew.  

(I don't pin these pairs because the top seam nests with the bottom seam and holds the
pair together during sewing.  I am very careful to keep my seam at a quarter inch.)

Sew pair together along the right edge.  Your (32) finished pairs should look like the 
picture below.

2.  Sew (32) pairs using 64 Blue and White half square triangles.
f

(32) blue and white half square triangles finger pressed to the blue.
a.  Place right side up with white fabric in the upper right corner.

(32) blue and white half square triangles finger pressed to the white.
b.  Place upside down with white fabric in the upper right corner.

.  Place the half square triangles from b. on top of the ones from a.

.  Right sides of the fabric together

.  Nest seams and sew.  
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#2.  Quilt with Blue Fabric in the Border 

1.  Sew (32) pairs using 64 Blue and White half square triangles.

(32) blue and white half square triangles finger pressed to the white.
a.  Place right side up with blue fabric in the upper right corner.

(32) blue and white half square triangles finger pressed to the blue.
b.  Place upside down with blue fabric in the upper right corner.

.  Place the half square triangles from b. on top of the ones from a.

.  Right sides of the fabric together

.  Nest seams and sew.  

(I don't pin these pairs because the top seam nests with the bottom seam and holds the
pair together during sewing.  I am very careful to keep my seam at a quarter inch.)

Sew pair together along the right edge.  Your (32) finished pairs should look like the 
picture below.

2.  Sew (32) pairs using 64 Red and White half square triangles.

(32) red and white half square triangles finger pressed to the red.
a.  Place right side up with white fabric in the upper right corner.

(32) red and white half square triangles finger pressed to the white.
b.  Place upside down with white fabric in the upper right corner.

.  Place the half square triangles from b. on top of the ones from a.

.  Right sides of the fabric together

.  Nest seams and sew.  

Sew pair together along the right edge.  Your (32) finished pairs should look like the 
picture below.
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Copyright Information

I have created all of my quilt patterns to be used as a FREE resource to other quilters.  I am not selling them and explicitly 
prohibit others from doing so.

That being said, all you wonderful quilters please use them to create quilts for yourself and others.  You may sell any quilts 
you make for a profit (no mass production).  You may exhibit your quilts.  I would love it if you can use the patterns as a 
resource to help others, gifts for others who are sick or in need, our military, charities and fundraisers of any kind.  You may 
use the patterns to teach classes as long as you provide the patterns free of charge to your students.

Quilt store owners – You are free to reproduce any of the patterns and provide them free of charge to your customers. 

Please respect the work I have done in creating these patterns.  Make sure the patterns are not altered in any way and that 
proper credit is given if you are reproducing and sharing the patterns with others.

If you are sharing my patterns over the web, do so by providing a link to http://carterquilter.wordpress.com.
 
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions.  Cindy Carter  carterquilter@gmail.com
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